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Observations on a Veined Section of Core Drilled at
Blockhouse, Lunenburg County
R. F. Mills and A. MacKay1
The Blockhouse gold district (NTS 21A/08) lies
approximately 85 km southeast of Halifax in
Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia. The district is one
of over 60 historic gold districts in Nova Scotia
(Goodwin et al., 2009). Many of these were
established in the early 1900s by Royal
proclamation in the Nova Scotia legislature. These
historic gold districts have hosted most of the
mines and most of the production of Nova Scotia
gold in the past, and have been the focus of current
exploration using modern mining models and
methods.
Blockhouse is currently the subject of such modern
scrutiny. The district hosted several former
producing mines (Prest, 1915). Blockhouse is
among the properties with the greatest development
potential for an open pit operation to recover
Meguma gold in southwest Nova Scotia.
Several diamond-drill holes (DDH) were drilled in
late 2016 by Genius Properties Inc., with partial
funding from the Nova Scotia Mineral Incentive
Program (cf. Naylor and O’Neill, this volume). The
first hole drilled (BH-16-01; Fig. 1) intersected a
strongly veined section of mostly angular veins,
with sites of visible gold (MacKay, in press). This
section was previously recognized by Tilsey (1983)
as having production potential. Because of the
strong potential of the property and the lack of
modern research and data, the Geoscience and
Mines Branch decided to work with Genius
Properties to examine the core recovered in 2016.
The company has agreed to donate the core to the
department’s Core Library when its own studies are
completed. This report reviews some details of the
veined section encountered in core from drillhole
BH-16-01.

A 16 m, intensely veined section of BH-16-01
occurs from 29.5 m to 46 m depth. Core for the
section has been split from a depth of 34 m down
through the section to 46 m and beyond.
The section is atypical of most Meguma gold
districts insofar as the section is dominated by
angular veins as opposed to the traditional beddingparallel, crack-seal veins in the Meguma gold
districts. The veins cut bedding at very high angles
approaching 90 degrees to bedding, as seen in the
core. Vein thicknesses vary from hairline stringers
to veins 4-5 cm thick. The drillhole was inclined at
an angle of approximately 30 degrees. The host is
generally pelitic, consisting of semi-pelite to dark,
graphitic intercalated sections of pelite and bands
from sub-centimetre thicknesses to sections tens of
centimetres thick.
Vein textures are variable. Micro-crack seal
textures, sometimes referred to locally as “speckled
hen” textures, are often noted accompanying the
thicker veins. Some veins display evidence of
strike-slip emplacement textures that resemble enechelon tension gashes filled with chlorite within
veins. Some rare intervals in the veined section
have thin, vuggy holes where accessory iron
sulphides have been oxidized away. At 43.5 m
depth there is a vuggy section in a 0.25 cm section
of carbonate emplaced along the headwall of a 4
centimeter vein. This vein has a crack-seal texture
with pelitic wisps along the footwall and a
composite nature.
The veined section has seen significant silica-rich
fluid invasion and is locally highly silicified.
Subsections are commonly marked by abundant
oikocrysts oriented parallel to D2 deformation
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Figure 1. Map of the Blockhouse area, Lunenburg County, showing the location of drillhole BH-16-01 and
other geological features.
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planes in the pelite. A well-developed pressure
solution cleavage is noted throughout the section,
but is more apparent in the intervals that have
increased silicification and thus more brittle
deformation.
The veins display nuggets of native gold, as well as
accessory pyrite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite and
galena. Common alteration minerals at Blockhouse
include carbonate, chlorite, muscovite and sericite.
Carbonate often accompanies quartz in the veined
sections as clots and veins within the quartz veins,
in both the angular veins and the bedding-parallel
veins. Chlorite is abundant throughout the section.
Some specific sections are of particular interest. A
section of core seen at a depth of 29.8 m is shown
in Figure 2. The 25 cm section exhibits a dark grey
semi pelite at the top with the section bisected in
the middle by a quartz stringer. The bottom half of
the section consists of lighter coloured (light
greenish grey) semi-pelite with several thin
intercalations of crenulated darker pelite. A sharply
broken disconformity is present at a small

stratigraphic boundary. Bedding to the core axis
angle is relatively low (approximately 20º).
A pressure solution cleavage is present running
almost parallel to the core axis. The host is
intensely mineralized with oikocrysts. Accessory
iron is present as clots and thin stringers of pyrite
and arsenopyrite accompanying quartz carbonate
veins in the section.
Three sets of angular veins are present. The first
consists of brittle deformation cracks occurring as
very thin hairline stringers oriented 70º to the core
axis and 35º to bedding; the stringers are infilled
with quartz. The second set consists of very thin
stringers oriented normal to the first set of quartz
angular stringers at 55º to the core axis. The last set
consists of thicker, 3-6 mm, regularly spaced, thin
veins oriented sub-parallel to the first set of
stringers at 40º to the core axis and 40º to bedding.
Another interesting section of the core is shown in
Figure 3. The short core piece seen at this section
displays a 2-4 mm crenulated quartz carbonate vein

Figure 2. A section of core from drillhole BH-16-01, starting at a depth of 29.8 m. The sketch below
highlights prominent features.
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quartz veins 1 cm and 0.5 cm in thickness,
respectively. Both of these veins exhibit the same
tension gash texture. These veins, as well as many
small stringers, occur at approximately 40º to
bedding and 30º to the core axis. The next piece of
core occurs at 35.5 m depth and is marked by dark
pelitic banding in greenish-grey semipelite. The
final core box saddle at 36.0 m depth exhibits a
thicker, 3.5 cm composite angular vein with a
“speckled hen” crack-seal texture in greenish pelite
with accessory sulphides. Abundant oikocrysts are
displayed throughout the section in the pelitic host.
A section of the core starting at a depth of 35.3 m is
shown in Figure 5. This part of the core shows a
spectacular section of stockwork consisting of
hundreds of very thin to hairline stringers
accompanying a few thicker veins up to 1 cm in
thickness. The stockwork displays crenulated
textures, crack-seal emplacement textures, and
en-echelon ductile vein textures filled with chlorite.
The stockwork is dominated by two vein
orientations sub-parallel to one another, one at 38º
and the other at 65º to the core axis. The few
thicker (4 mm-1 cm thick) veins display a higher
angle to the core axis.

Figure 3. A section of core from drillhole BH-16-01,
starting at a depth of 31.9 m. The sketch below
shows prominent features.

in very dark, somewhat graphitic pelite. Unlike
most of the other veins in the core, this vein is
bedding parallel. The section is pervasively
mineralized with pyrite and arsenopyrite in clots
and stringers as well. The section wall rock is
intensely oikocrystic.
Several core pieces representing parts of the section
from 34.3 to 36.5 m depth are shown in Figure 4.
The core pieces exhibit several types of veins. The
section is hosted in semi-pelite and is first marked
at 34.3 m by a compound vein displaying an
en-echelon ladder vein and many hairline stringer
veins close to a 1 cm quartz vein delaminating with
a 3-5 mm vein composite. The larger vein displays
dark S-shaped tension gashes filled with chlorite
along the length of the vein. A further 12 cm and
another 4 cm deep in the section are two more

A section of the core starting at a depth of 43.2 m is
shown in Figure 6. This section displays a welldeveloped, laminated quartz-carbonate vein with a
1 cm carbonate lamination separated from a 0.7 cm
lamination of quartz, separated by a thin lamination
of relatively graphitic dark pelite between 1 and 6
mm thick. The vein is sub-parallel to bedding at
18º, and is intersected by the core at 65º to the core
axis. The host is entirely pelitic and oikocrysts are
common.
The last section of core comes from a depth of 43.7
m (Fig. 7). This section, believed to be the Prest
angular vein, is represented by an 8 cm thick vein
exhibiting a laminated crack-seal vein texture
intersecting bedding at 80º, and is accompanied by
pyrite, arsenopyrite, sericite and visible gold in
dark greenish pelite. The vein has a thin
intercalation of carbonate with chloritic alteration.
Pyrite occurs along the headwall and pyrite and
composite crack sealing occurs along the footwall
of the vein with chlorite as well. Oikocrysts are
present throughout the section in the pelite.
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Figure 4. Several core pieces, representing parts of the section from 34.3 to 36.5 m depth, with an
interpretive sketch below.
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Figure 5. A section of core starting at a depth of 35.3 m.

Discussion
The persistent presence of oikocrysts in the host
rock of the entire core section reflects pervasive
alteration through the section (Horne, 1996). The
presence of several different alteration minerals,
reflecting differing chemistries (from silicates to
carbonates) in different habits (veins to
pophroblasts), indicates that there were several
different phases of alteration through the section.
The thin, regularly spaced, millimetre scale veins
seen in the core near 29.5 m and 34.3 m depth
could represent an important vein angle orientation.
Both Prest (1915) and Tilsey (1983) noted the
presence of ore shoots at Blockhouse oriented
along an angular vein dimension that intersected
darker graphitic bedding at 40º (Fig. 1). The dark
pelitic banding seen at 35.5 m depth could
represent such an example close to veins of the
proper orientation. The presence of so many vein

orientations in such a small section of core suggests
a larger scale stockwork. The core piece described
at a depth of 31.9 m exhibits intense pyritic
mineralization in dark pelite with graphitic
composition. The evidence suggests that graphite in
the host at this depth acted as a reducing agent,
which contributed to deposition of the secondary
iron and is known to contribute to gold deposition
in Meguma gold districts (Kontak and Smith,
1988).

Conclusions
The presence of visible gold in the section, as well
as dark, graphitic pelites and angular veins oriented
40º to bedding, suggest that the fundamental
elements that were recognized as key components
in the development of high-grade ore shoots at
Blockhouse are present (Tilsey, 1983).
Furthermore, the presence of minerals indicating
several phases of alteration as deformation was
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Figure 6. Core from a section at 43.2 m depth.

occurring are further recognized as vital, basic
ingredients in the development of exploitable gold
deposits at other Nova Scotia gold districts hosted
in Meguma metasediments (Kontak et al., 1990).
These considerations, as well as the prolific nature
of veins in the core section forming a loose
stockwork of veins, indicate that Blockhouse has
strong potential as a candidate for bulk open-pit
mining methods in the future.
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Figure 7. Section of core from a depth of 43.7 m.

